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Abstract: Connected Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) dedicated lanes can spatially eliminate the dis-
turbance from Human-Driven Vehicles (HDVs) and increase the probability of vehicle cooperative
platooning, thereby enhancing road capacity. However, when the penetration rate of CAVs is low,
CAV dedicated lanes may lead to a waste of road resources. This paper proposes a cooperative
lane-changing control method for multiple vehicles considering Dynamic Intelligent Connected
(DIC) dedicated lanes. Initially, inspired by the study of dedicated bus lanes, the paper elucidates
the traffic regulations for DIC dedicated lanes, and two decision-making approaches are presented
based on the type of lane-change vehicle and the target lane: CAV autonomous cooperative lane
change and HDV mandatory cooperative lane change. Subsequently, considering constraints such as
acceleration, speed, and safe headway, cooperative lane-change control models are proposed with
the goal of minimizing the weighted sum of vehicle acceleration and lane-change duration. The
proposed model is solved by the TOPSIS multi-objective optimization algorithm. Finally, the effec-
tiveness and advancement of the proposed cooperative lane-changing method are validated through
simulation using the SUMO software (Version 1.19.0). Simulation results demonstrate that compared
to traditional lane-changing models, the autonomous cooperative lane-changing model for CAVs
significantly improves the success rate of lane changing, reduces lane-changing time, and causes less
speed disturbance to surrounding vehicles. The mandatory cooperative lane-changing model for
HDVs results in shorter travel times and higher lane-changing success rates, especially under high
traffic demand. The methods presented in this paper can notably enhance the lane-changing success
rate and traffic efficiency while ensuring lane-changing safety.

Keywords: connected environment; dynamic intelligent dedicated lanes for connected vehicles;
connected autonomous vehicles; autonomous cooperative lane change; mandatory cooperative
lane change

1. Introduction

Lane changing is a common and fundamental driving behavior that occurs during
vehicle movement, involving interactions with multiple surrounding vehicles. This can
lead to traffic disruptions and increase the likelihood of traffic accidents [1]. In a connected
environment, lane management is an effective means to enhance the efficiency of mixed
traffic flow. The fully real-time communication capabilities of CAVs and the development
of RSU technology provide conditions for solving efficient lane-change control. However,
under different lane management strategies, the scenarios of vehicle lane changes vary,
and the types of vehicles changing lanes also differ, which increases the complexity of
lane-change decisions and control. Studying vehicle lane-change decisions under vehicle
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management strategies is important for improving the efficiency and safety of mixed traffic
flow under lane management policies.

Accurate lane-changing decisions can minimize the impact on surrounding vehicles,
thereby maximizing traffic safety. Traditional lane-changing models have typically fo-
cused on the behavior of individual traffic participants, establishing a set of rules from
the perspective of these participants to determine whether to change lanes under different
conditions. Decision models include rule-based decision models [2–5], gap acceptance
models [6,7], and models based on acceleration thresholds [8]. In rule-based lane-changing
decision models, drivers make decisions based on multiple rules, such as lane selection
preferences, the necessity of lane changing, and the feasibility of lane changing [2]. The
earliest rule-based intention model for lane changing is the Gipps model, which considers
the influence of obstacles and traffic control on driving intentions. This model structures
the framework for lane changing into three parts: lane-changing intention, conditions,
and execution [3]. The flexibility of this model in terms of adding or replacing various
reasons for lane changing laid the foundation for the development of lane-changing the-
ories. However, it does not consider driver behavior, and it is limited in scope. Building
on the Gipps model, many studies, such as [4,5], have further developed lane-changing
decision models that factor in the randomness of driver behavior, leading to the develop-
ment of the MITSIM and CORSIM models, respectively. In gap acceptance models, gap
acceptance is a key factor that drivers consider in the lane-changing decision process [6].
For example, ref. [7] considered the role of minimum gap theory in autonomous dynamic
lane-changing trajectory planning and proposed a trajectory planning model based on the
minimum gap. Acceleration threshold models often use vehicle acceleration as a criterion
for executing a lane change. If a vehicle’s acceleration reaches a predefined threshold, it
is deemed capable of performing a lane change. Reference [8] also studied the change in
the longitudinal acceleration of vehicles involved in lane change and proposed the MOBIL
model, which minimizes the total braking of vehicles, using acceleration to represent the
utility of a given lane and the risks associated with changing lanes. This model provided
general safety and incentive criteria for symmetric and asymmetric traffic rules.

While the aforementioned models are applicable to macroscopic traffic flow lane-
changing decisions in regular lanes, they lack vehicle cooperation and only focus on
individual traffic participants, simplifying the real-world scenarios of multiple participants
changing lanes simultaneously. Additionally, when considering only a single lane-changing
vehicle, CAVs may struggle to adapt to the randomness of HDVs, making it difficult for
these models to adapt to the new traffic environment of mixed driving.

The advancement of artificial intelligence technology has provided new insights into
lane-changing control. It can predict and simulate surrounding traffic conditions and the
uncertain behaviors of drivers more effectively, thus achieving effective lane-changing
control. In the recognition of lane-changing intentions, methods based on machine learning
have been extensively explored, including support vector machines (SVMs) [9], Bayesian
networks [10], hidden Markov models (HMMs) [11], neural networks [12], and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13] methods, among others. For instance, reference [9] con-
sidered multiple factors influencing vehicle lane-changing decisions, established a vehicle
lane-changing decision model based on a particle swarm optimization algorithm and the
standard SVM, and validated its efficiency through simulation using the NGSIM dataset.
Reference [10] developed a vehicle lane-changing decision model based on Bayesian net-
works, taking into account relevant characteristic parameters such as the lane-changing
vehicle’s own speed and acceleration and the relative time gap between interacting vehi-
cles. The model was then validated through comparative simulations with the NGSIM
dataset. Similarly, reference [12], using a CNN-GRU combination and integrating an at-
tention mechanism, proposed a vehicle lane-changing intention recognition model that
uses vehicle trajectory data to construct a sample set of three lane-changing intentions:
left lane changing, right lane changing, and straight driving. The lane-changing behav-
ior was then accurately identified through the intention recognition model. In terms of
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lane-changing trajectory prediction, there are methods based on Model Predictive Control
(MPC) [14], Bezier curve methods [15], deep learning [16], and data-driven approaches [16].
For example, reference [14] considered multiple objectives, such as traffic stability, driving
comfort, and timely lane-changing response, and developed a hybrid integer nonlinear
programming optimizer based on MPC to optimize lane-changing decisions.

The lane-changing decision models based on machine learning, MPC, and other
methods have a certain control effect through the recognition of lane-changing intentions
followed by decision making and trajectory control. However, these methods require a
certain amount of historical data for short-term prediction and so do not meet the real-time
precise control requirements for mixed traffic flows in connected environments.

In a connected environment, CAVs have access to richer information, more power-
ful computational capabilities, and more precise control, which allows them to complete
lane-changing maneuvers more efficiently and safely compared to HDVs. Consequently,
the problem of vehicle lane-changing decision making and control in a connected envi-
ronment has been widely studied, with typical methods including lane-changing models
based on game theory [17–19] and on safe gap theory [20,21]. Lane-changing decisions
based on game theory differ from traditional lane-changing theories by incorporating
the states of surrounding vehicles in both the current lane and the target lane into the
decision-making process, reflecting the interactions between the subject vehicle and sur-
rounding vehicles [17]. For example, reference [17] considered the influence of surrounding
vehicle states and constructed a dynamic game-based lane-changing decision model for
multiple CAVs using game theory. The authors also proposed a polynomial-based CAV
lane-changing trajectory planning model that balances safety and efficiency. Likewise,
reference [18] built a cooperative lane-changing decision model for multiple CAVs under
the influence of HDVs based on coalition games (CG-based), integrating the perceived
risk field theory to accommodate the uncertainty of HDV motion states. They designed
cooperative and non-cooperative game strategies to address the different lane-changing
game participants among CAVs. Meanwhile, reference [19] modeled driver behavior and
drivers’ gains within a game-theoretic framework and proposed a lane-changing pricing
strategy that encourages cooperation between two vehicles during a lane change through
the implementation of lane-changing penalties. As for lane-changing decision models
based on safe gap theory, reference [20] used the worst-case braking scenario of the preced-
ing CAV and the severity of potential collisions to define safety risks, based on safe gap
theory. They constructed a decentralized cooperative lane-changing model for autonomous
safe lane changing of CAVs. And reference [21] proposed a coordinated lane-changing
relaxed strategy for a CAV dedicated lane on freeways, considering the case of a single
CAV merging into a CAV platoon. The authors built a CAV lane-changing decision model
based on a safe gap selection model, where the relaxation model controls the longitudinal
speed of following vehicles in the CAV platoon to provide an appropriate safe gap for the
merging CAV.

The abovementioned lane-changing models in a connected environment only consider
cooperative lane changing among CAVs and are mostly for autonomous decision making;
they do not involve forced lane changing, nor do they address coordination between
CAVs and HDVs during CAV lane changes or between CAVs and HDVs during HDV lane
changes. Additionally, the application scenarios primarily involve lane-changing decisions
for regular lanes, with limited research focusing on dedicated lane contexts, neglecting the
unique characteristics of dedicated lanes.

Consequently, addressing some of the research gaps in the current state of affairs,
this paper takes into consideration the characteristics of dedicated lanes and proposes
a DIC dedicated lane strategy. Under this lane strategy and taking into account lane
properties, the research delves into the lane-changing decision problems in mixed traffic
flows for CAVs and HDVs, grounded in the theory of safe following gaps. It presents
distinct frameworks for CAV autonomous cooperative lane change and HDV mandatory
cooperative lane change. A vehicle lane-changing decision model is constructed and solved,
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with the model’s effectiveness subsequently corroborated through simulation conducted
using the SUMO platform.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Taking into account the characteris-
tics of dedicated lanes, the concept of a DIC dedicated lane is proposed, and a lane-changing
decision framework for mixed traffic flows is established. (2) Different types of collaborative
lane-changing decision models for multiple vehicles under lane management strategies are
optimized. Based on the theory of safe gaps, autonomous and mandatory lane-change deci-
sion models for collaborative CAVs and HDVs are constructed, respectively. (3) Based on
the lane-changing decision models and employing multi-objective optimization algorithms,
the study explores the optimal solutions for different types of lane-changing behaviors of
CAVs and HDVs under various lane management strategies.

The organization of the remainder of this article is as follows: Section 2 introduces
the scenarios and problem and proposes a lane-changing decision framework. Section 3
constructs different types of lane-changing decision models based on the theory of safe gaps.
In Section 4, simulation experiments are constructed using the SUMO simulation software
(Version 1.19.0) to verify the effectiveness of the proposed models. Finally, Section 5 presents
the research conclusions.

2. Methodology
2.1. Scene and Problem Description

Over an extended future period, the penetration rate of CAVs will exhibit a slow
growth phase, making a transition period of mixed CAV and HDV traffic unavoidable.
Existing research [22] has shown that segregating CAVs and HDVs in separate lanes can
increase the possibility of CAV platooning, thereby significantly enhancing road capacity.
However, when the penetration rate of CAVs is low, setting up CAV dedicated lanes may
not fully realize their potential, leading to a waste of road resources [23], especially on
freeways. Therefore, inspired by the concept of dedicated bus lanes in urban areas, this
paper introduces a DIC dedicated lane concept for multi-lane freeways [24], as illustrated
in Figure 1. For the leading Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) or Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC) vehicles in the DIC dedicated lane, a clear distance is established
ahead of them. HDVs located within the clear distance must exit the dedicated lane, while
HDVs upstream of the CAVs and downstream of the clear distance may enter and travel
in the dedicated lane. Depending on the type of vehicle that makes a lane change and
the target lane, collaborative lane-changing scenarios are divided into CAV autonomous
cooperative lane changes and HDV mandatory cooperative lane changes.

In order to facilitate discussion based on the research scenario, this paper proposes the
following assumptions:

(1) All CAVs are capable of obtaining operational information about surrounding vehicles
and receiving control commands from RSUs through vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-
infrastructure, and vehicle-to-cloud communications, and they fully comply with
these control instructions. HDVs strictly adhere to a car-following model control.

(2) Communication delays are not considered; all information is exchanged in real-time.
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(1) CAV autonomous cooperative lane change

CAVs in regular lanes, in pursuit of increased travel speed and driving comfort, seek
to collaborate with CAVs in dedicated lanes, thereby generating lane-changing gaps to
create opportunities for entry into the dedicated lanes, which is considered autonomous
collaborative lane changing. When there is no vehicle in front or behind in the target lane,
lane changing can be performed directly without the need for collaboration, and such
scenarios are not the focus of this paper. The study’s emphasis regarding autonomous
collaborative lane changing for CAVs is particularly on scenarios where there is a CACC
platoon or a series of CAVs in the dedicated lane. CAVs in the regular lane will actively
seek opportunities to change to the dedicated lane. This process involves vehicle-to-vehicle
communication with the vehicles ahead of and behind the target lane. The longitudinal
acceleration of three CAVs is dynamically adjusted to generate a safe gap for lane changing.
Subsequently, the changing vehicle executes lateral control to maneuver into the dedicated
lane position, as depicted by lane-changing trajectory 1⃝ in Figure 1.

(2) HDV mandatory cooperative lane change

For HDVs traveling in a DIC dedicated lane, if they are within the clear distance of the
leading CACC vehicle or ACC vehicle, they will receive a request to vacate the lane from the
CAV or roadside infrastructure. The HDV must then seek an opportunity to change lanes
and exit the dedicated lane; this is referred to as HDV mandatory cooperative lane change,
as illustrated by lane-changing trajectory 2⃝ in Figure 1. When HDVs make lane-changing
decisions, their behavior will interact with the vehicles in the adjacent regular lanes. These
interactions can be categorized into four scenarios based on the types of vehicles ahead
and behind in the adjacent lane: 1⃝ the preceding vehicle in the adjacent lane is an HDV,
and the following vehicle is a CAV; 2⃝ the preceding vehicle in the adjacent lane is a CAV,
and the following vehicle is an HDV; 3⃝ both the preceding and following vehicles in the
adjacent lane are HDVs; 4⃝ both the preceding and following vehicles in the adjacent lane
are CAVs.

Scenario 3⃝, where there is no presence of CAVs, can be related to lane-changing be-
havior in fully human-driven environments and is not considered in this paper. Scenario 4⃝,
where both preceding and following vehicles in the target lane are CAVs, is similar to the
autonomous collaborative lane-changing scenario for CAVs. Therefore, the focus of the
HDV mandatory cooperative lane-change study in this paper is on scenarios 1⃝ and 2⃝.

2.2. Decision-Making Framework for Lane Changing

Given the considerable attention on the automated cooperative lane changing of CAVs
and the enforced cooperative lane changing of HDVs, this paper proposes distinct decision-
making frameworks for each type of lane-changing maneuver to cater to the different
characteristics of each. The following provides an overview of how these frameworks
are conceptualized:

(1) CAV Autonomous Cooperative Lane-Change Decision Framework

In contrast to traditional vehicles, CAVs can capitalize on the advantage of information
exchange, fully considering the status of surrounding vehicles during travel and coordi-
nating with other CAVs for lane-changing maneuvers. The cooperation between CAVs
mainly involves acceleration and deceleration coordination; that is, the vehicle in front in
the target lane accelerates while the vehicle behind in the target lane decelerates, thereby
creating a larger gap to meet the conditions for lane changing. As shown in Figure 2 for
CAV autonomous cooperative lane changing, when the lane-changing vehicle is about to
change lanes, it will issue a lane-changing request in advance. The vehicle in front in the
target lane will actively accelerate to assist in the lane change, thus creating some space
for the lane change. Consequently, although the vehicle behind in the target lane still
needs to decelerate to accommodate the lane change, the space needed and the degree
of deceleration required are relatively small. The autonomous cooperative lane-changing
decision framework of this paper is shown in Figure 3.
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(2) HDV Mandatory Cooperative Lane-Change Decision Framework

Based on the scenario description, the modeling is limited to situations where the
front vehicle in the adjacent lane is an HDV and the rear vehicle is a CAV, as well as
scenarios where the front vehicle is a CAV and the rear vehicle is an HDV. When the front
vehicle in the adjacent lane is an HDV and the rear vehicle is a CAV, the CAV can perform
cooperative deceleration to facilitate the lane-changing vehicle, which may also change
lanes by decelerating or maintaining its current state, as illustrated in Figure 4. When the
front vehicle in the adjacent lane is a CAV and the rear vehicle is an HDV, the CAV can
perform cooperative acceleration, and the lane-changing vehicle may also change lanes by
accelerating or maintaining its current state. The specific decision framework for enforced
lane changing in this paper is shown in Figure 5.
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3. Construction of Lane-Changing Models

Under a DIC dedicated lane management strategy, the lane-changing scenarios for
different types of vehicles vary, but all must be conducted under safe gap conditions.
This section first presents a safe gap model for vehicle lane changing and then models
the autonomous cooperative lane changing and enforced cooperative lane changing for
different vehicle types separately.

3.1. Lane-Changing Safety Gap

Vehicles intending to change lanes must ensure that the distances between themselves
and the vehicles ahead and behind in the target lane exceed their respective safe following
distances. Therefore, the actual gap distance between the leading and following vehicles in
the target lane should satisfy Equation (1).

d > l + Sa f + Sab (1)

where d represents the actual gap distance between the leading and following vehicles in
the target lane, l denotes the length of the lane-changing vehicle, Sa f is the safe distance
between the lane-changing vehicle and the leading vehicle in the target lane, and Sab
signifies the safe distance between the lane-changing vehicle and the following vehicle in
the target lane.

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the safe gap distance during the lane-changing
process. As depicted in Figure 6, vehicles A, B, and C represent the positions of the vehicles
prior to lane changing, while A’, B’, and C’ represent the positions of the vehicles after
the lane-changing maneuver has been completed. Throughout the entire lane-changing
process, the vehicle changing lanes must maintain a safe distance between both the leading
and following vehicles in the target lane to avoid collisions that could be caused by the
lane change.
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The values for Sa f and Sab are calculated based on the Gipps safety criterion, which
ensures that there is sufficient distance for the current vehicle to perform an emergency
braking maneuver without colliding with another vehicle [3]. This criterion takes into
account the reaction time of the driver, and, in the case of CAVs, this reaction time corre-
sponds to the communication latency involved in information exchange. Sa f and Sab can
be expressed as follows:

Sa f = vlcτ +
v2

lc
2bmax

lc
−

v2
a f

2bmax
a f

(2)

Sab = vabτ +
v2

ab
2bmax

ab
−

v2
lc

2bmax
lc

(3)

where τ represents the reaction time of the driver of the following vehicle and also indicates
the information exchange and transmission delay time for CAVs; vlc, vab, and va f are the
speeds of the lane-changing vehicle, the following vehicle in the target lane, and the leading
vehicle in the target lane at the initial moment, respectively; and bmax

lc , bmax
ab , and bmax

a f are
the maximum deceleration capabilities of the lane-changing vehicle, the following vehicle
in the target lane, and the leading vehicle in the target lane, respectively.

3.2. Lane-Changing Model
3.2.1. Autonomous Cooperative Lane-Changing Control Model

Autonomous cooperative lane-changing control for CAVs is a process that determines
whether lane-changing maneuvers can be safely executed based on real-time information
of the lane-changing vehicle and surrounding traffic. Essentially, it involves adjusting the
speeds of vehicles in the target lane to create a safe gap for the lane-changing vehicle. The
lane-changing vehicle, having reached its maximum speed in the current lane without
achieving its desired speed, maintains its speed during the cooperative lane-changing
process. Therefore, the creation of space for the lane change is accomplished by modulating
the speeds of both the leading and following vehicles in the target lane to satisfy the
conditions for lane changing. The distance required to be generated by the leading vehicle
in the target lane, combined with its current distance from the lane-changing vehicle,
must be greater than or equal to the safe lane-changing gap. This is determined by the
initial speed difference between the leading vehicle and the lane-changing vehicle, the
deceleration, and the time, as shown in Equation (4). The same applies to the following
vehicle in the target lane, as seen in Equation (5).

Sa f − d0
a f ≤ da f =

(
va f − vlc

)
Ta f +

1
2

aa f T2
a f (4)

Sab − d0
ab ≤ dab = (vab − vlc)Tab +

1
2

babT2
ab (5)

where da f and dab are the distances required to be generated by the leading and following
vehicles in the target lane, respectively; d0

a f and d0
ab are the current distances of the lane-

changing vehicle from the leading and following vehicles in the target lane, respectively;
Ta f and Tab are the times required for the leading and following vehicles in the target
lane to create a lane-changing space, respectively; and aa f and bab are the accelerations
and decelerations of the leading and following vehicles in the target lane while creating a
lane-changing space, respectively.

Due to the fact that successful lane changing is constrained by multiple factors, the
process of changing lanes is subject to certain constraints. For the leading vehicle in the
target lane, the ability to accelerate and participate in cooperative lane changing is restricted
by the vehicle ahead of it. At this time, the distance between the lane changing vehicle and
the leading vehicle in the target lane needs to be greater than the safe distance between
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the two vehicles plus the length of the leading vehicle in the target lane, as shown in
Equation (6).

di−1 > Sa f (i) + Sa f (i−1) − l (6)

where di−x represents the distance between the lane-changing vehicle and the x-th vehi-
cle ahead and Sa f (x) is the minimum safe following distance between vehicle x(x = i,
i − 1, · · · , i − n) and the vehicle directly in front of it.

The following vehicle in the target lane, unimpeded by the vehicle ahead, may deceler-
ate at any time to satisfy the conditions for lane changing. However, such deceleration can
impact the trailing vehicles and even affect vehicles further back in the traffic stream, po-
tentially leading to subsequent vehicles stopping and disrupting the flow of traffic, thereby
having a significant impact on the overall traffic flow. Therefore, the deceleration behavior
of following vehicles in the cooperative lane-changing process cannot be unrestricted; it
is also subject to certain constraints. According to the analysis in reference [25], if the gap
remains smaller than 10 m (with the recognized average gap being 10.7 m [25]) after the
vehicle ahead accelerates to adjust the lane-changing gap, the following vehicle should not
engage in cooperative deceleration.

In addition to the constraints imposed by the leading and following vehicles in the
target lane, the vehicle attempting to change lanes is also constrained by road conditions
and its own dynamic performance capabilities. When driving on the road, the vehicle’s
speed must be within the road’s speed limit and below the maximum speed that the
vehicle’s dynamic performance can achieve. The maximum and minimum acceleration
of the vehicle also have certain constraints. These constraints can be represented by an
equation like the one referred to as Equation (7):

vmin
L < v < min

{
vmax, vmin

L
}

0 < a < amax
bmin < b < 0

(7)

Here, v, a, and b denote the vehicle’s speed, acceleration, and deceleration, respectively;
vmax, amax, and bmin represent the maximum speed limit of the vehicle, the maximum
acceleration, and the minimum deceleration, respectively; and vmax

L and vmin
L correspond to

the maximum and minimum speed limits of the road, respectively.
In summary, the autonomous cooperative lane-changing problem for CAVs is formu-

lated as a problem of solving for the accelerations of the leading and following vehicles
in the target lane, where the leading vehicle is to accelerate and the following vehicle is
to decelerate. To ensure that the lane-changing maneuver minimizes its impact on the
vehicles in the target lane, improves lane-changing efficiency, and avoids abrupt accel-
eration or deceleration of the vehicles involved in cooperative lane changing, this paper
set the objectives of minimizing both the acceleration of the vehicles participating in the
cooperative lane change and the time required to complete the lane change. Consequently,
a cooperative lane-changing optimization model was developed based on these goals. Since
the objectives of minimizing acceleration and reducing lane-changing time are inherently
conflicting, the model introduced in this paper incorporates weighting coefficients into the
objective function to achieve a balanced and optimal solution between the two goals, as
expressed in Equation (8):

minQ = ω1

(
aa f + |bab|

)
+ ω2

(
Ta f + Tab

)
(8)

Here, ω1 and ω2 represent the weighting coefficients, with values derived from refer-
ence [26], which are, respectively, 0.65 and 0.35.
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3.2.2. Mandatory Cooperative Lane-Changing Control Model

• Scenario 1⃝: in the target lane, the leading vehicle is an HDV, followed by a CAV

In this scenario, when only the following vehicle does not satisfy the safe following
distance, the lane-changing control method is the same as that described in Equation (5).
However, if the gap between the lane-changing vehicle and the vehicle ahead in the target
lane does not meet the safe following distance, either the lane-changing vehicle decelerating
or the following CAV in the target lane slowing down can create a safe gap for lane changing.
The control method for this is as per Equation (9). The following vehicle in the target lane
is treated similarly, but the gap distance it needs to create includes the distance generated
by the deceleration of the lane-changing vehicle, as shown in Equation (10).

Sa f − d0
a f ≤ dlc =

∣∣∣va f − vlc

∣∣∣Tlc +
1
2
|blc|T2

lc (9)

Sab − d0
ab ≤ dab = |vlc − vab|Tab +

1
2
|bab|T2

ab (10)

Here, dlc represents the distance that needs to be generated by the lane-changing
vehicle, Tlc denotes the time required for the lane-changing vehicle to create the lane-
changing space, and blc indicates the deceleration of the lane-changing vehicle while
generating the space for the lane change.

• Scenario 2⃝: in the target lane, the leading vehicle is a CAV, followed by an HDV

In this scenario, when only the leading vehicle does not satisfy the safe following
distance, the lane-changing control method is the same as that described in Equation (4).
However, if the gap between the lane-changing vehicle and the following vehicle in the
target lane does not meet the safe distance requirements, the lane-changing vehicle will
accelerate or the leading CAV in the target lane will accelerate to create a safe gap for lane
changing. The control method for this situation is detailed in Equation (11). The leading
vehicle in the target lane is handled in a similar manner, but the distance it needs to create
must include the additional distance resulting from the acceleration of the lane-changing
vehicle, as indicated in Equation (12).

Sab − d0
ab ≤ dlc = |vlc − vab|Tlc +

1
2

alcT2
lc (11)

Sa f − d0
a f ≤ da f =

∣∣∣va f − vlc

∣∣∣Ta f +
1
2

aa f T2
a f (12)

where dlc denotes the distance that needs to be generated by the lane-changing vehicle,
Tlc represents the time required for the lane-changing vehicle to create the lane-changing
space, and alc signifies the acceleration of the lane-changing vehicle while generating the
space for the lane change.

Based on the aforementioned considerations, the problem of forced cooperative lane
changing involving an HDV can be described as the issue of solving for the acceleration of
the leading vehicle in the target lane, the deceleration of the following vehicle in the target
lane, and the acceleration of the lane-changing vehicle itself. This study aims to minimize
vehicle acceleration and lane-changing time, and thus establishes a weighted objective
function, as shown in Equation (13):

minQ = ω1

(
aa f + |bab|+ alc

)
+ ω2

(
Ta f + Tab + Tlc

)
(13)

3.3. Optimization Algorithm

Based on the lane-changing control model, one can obtain a set of acceleration values
and corresponding lane-changing time solutions that satisfy the relevant constraints. Then,
optimization is carried out using the TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution) algorithm proposed in reference [27]. TOPSIS can make full use of
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the information in the original data, and its results can accurately reflect the differences
between various schemes. The specific steps of the TOPSIS algorithm are as follows:

Step 1: Data normalization
During the lane-changing process, both acceleration and lane-changing time are

considered to be better when they are smaller, making them minimization indicators.
Equation (14) is used to convert these into maximization indicators:

x′ = M − x (14)

where x represents the specific value of each indicator, x′ is the converted maximization in-
dicator, and M represents the maximum value that the variable x can take. The normalized
matrix is obtained as follows:

X =


x11
x21

...
xn1

x12
x22

...
xn2

 (15)

Step 2: Data Standardization
To eliminate the influence of different units of measurement, the normalized matrix is

subjected to standardization. The standardized matrix is denoted as Z, and each element
within it is calculated as follows:

Zij =
xij√
n
∑

i=1
x2

ij

(16)

Consequently, the standardized matrix, Z, is obtained after normalization:

Z =


z11
z21

...
zn1

z12
z22

...
zn2

 (17)

Step 3: Optimal Solution
The optimal solution, Z+, is composed of the maximum values in each column in

matrix Z:

Z+ = (max{z11, z21, . . . , zn1}, max{z12, z22, . . . , zn2}) =
(
Z+

1 , Z+
2
)

(18)

Step 4: Worst solution
The worst solution, Z−, is constituted by the minimum values in each column in

matrix Z:

Z− = (min{z11, z21, . . . , zn1}, min{z12, z22, . . . , zn2}) =
(
Z−

1 , Z−
2
)

(19)

Step 5: Calculate the Distance to the Optimal and Worst Solutions
The distance to the optimal solution is calculated as follows:

D+ =

√√√√ 2

∑
j=1

(
Z+

j − zij

)2
(20)

The distance to the worst solution is calculated as follows:

D− =

√√√√ 2

∑
j=1

(
Z−

j − zij

)2
(21)
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Step 6: Scoring
Each alternative is then scored according to Equation (22):

Ci =
D−

i
D+

i + D−
i

(22)

where 0 ≤ Ci ≤ 1 and a smaller D+
i , indicating a shorter distance to the optimal solution,

results in a larger Ci; similarly, a smaller D−
i , denoting a shorter distance to the inferior

solution, yields a smaller Ci. Consequently, the closer Ci is to 1, the more favorable the
alternative is.

4. Simulation Experiment

To validate the effectiveness of the lane-changing control methods for different types
of vehicles under the DIC dedicated lane management strategy proposed in this paper,
simulation experiments were conducted using the currently mature microsimulation plat-
form SUMO [22]. The simulation parameters were first set, then simulation scenarios
for autonomous cooperative lane changing for CAVs and mandatory cooperative lane
changing for HDVs were constructed, and, finally, the simulation results were analyzed.

In the simulation experiments, regarding the car-following models, the default Krauss
car-following model in SUMO (Version 1.19.0) was used for HDVs [28], while the CACC
model developed by references [29–31], among others, was used for CAVs; as for the
lane-changing models, the LC2013 lane-changing model within SUMO (Version 1.19.0) was
utilized for both CAVs and HDVs [32].

4.1. Simulation Parameter Settings

In this experiment, conducted on the basic segments of freeways, the simulated
driving road environment conditions were the same for both CAVs and HDVs. The vehicle
parameters used in the simulation experiments are shown in Table 1, and the simulation
parameters are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Vehicle parameter settings.

Parameters Symbols Values Units

Length L 5 m
Width W 1.8 m
Height H 1.5 m

Acceleration a 2.6 m/s2

Deceleration b 4.5 m/s2

Emergency
Deceleration be 9 m/s2

Table 2. Simulation parameter settings.

Parameters Symbols Values Units

Headway (CAV) tau 0.6 s
Headway (HDV) tau 1.4 s

Simulation Time Step - 0.1 s
Response Time (CAV) τ 0.1 s

Response Time
(HDV) τ 1 s

Velocity Deviation
(CAV) speedDev 0 -

Velocity Deviation
(HDV) speedDev 0.1 -
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4.2. Simulation Scenario

(1) Autonomous Cooperative Lane-Changing Simulation Scenario for CAVs

Figure 7 schematically presents the simulation environment for the autonomous
cooperative lane change of CAVs. Here, the red vehicle signifies a CAV traveling in a
regular lane and preparing to change lanes. There is a continuous flow of CAV traffic in
the target dedicated lane. The road speed limit is set at 33.3 m/s. Prior to initiating the
lane change, all vehicles cruise at a constant speed of 27 m/s, according to a car-following
model, in order to simulate a scenario of steady traffic flow.
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To test the effectiveness of the lane-changing control model under various traffic
conditions, this paper dynamically adjusted three key parameters: “the time headway
between vehicles in the target lane”, “the speed difference between the lane-changing
vehicle and vehicles in the target lane”, and “the initial distance difference between the
lane-changing vehicle and the lead vehicle in the target lane.”

Specifically, the time headway between vehicles in the target lane was set to vary
from 1 s to 2 s, with increments of 0.1 s. The speed difference between the lane-changing
vehicle and vehicles in the target lane ranged from −5 m/s to 0 m/s, with increments of 1
m/s. The initial distance difference between the lane-changing vehicle and the lead vehicle
in the target lane ranged from 10% to 90%, with increments of 10%. By combining these
parameters, a total of 11 × 6 × 9 = 594 different scenarios were generated and compared
with traditional lane-changing models to verify the efficiency of the model proposed in
this paper.

(2) Mandatory Cooperative Lane-Changing Simulation Scenario for HDV

Figure 8 illustrates the simulation scenario for the mandatory cooperative lane change
of HDVs. In this figure, the red vehicle represents an HDV, while the green vehicles
represents a CAV. It is important to note that the HDV is allowed to travel in the DIC lane
when it is not within the clear distance of a CAV. In this scenario, the upper lane in the
figure is designated as the DIC lane, and the other lane is a regular lane, both having a
speed limit of 33.3 m/s. A DIC lane is more suited for scenarios with low CAV penetration
and low traffic demand; hence, the traffic demand was set at 2500 veh/h, 3000 veh/h, and
3500 veh/h, with a CAV penetration rate of 30% for the simulation. The simulation ran for
3800 s, and the first 100 s and the last 100 s were discarded to maintain a continuous flow
within the scenario.
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During the simulation process, vehicles were inserted into the road network at equal
intervals, and the car-following model was utilized to control them to maintain a safe
distance from the leading vehicle. Moreover, in the simulation, vehicles were loaded
by setting the number of vehicles per hour to ensure that the required traffic demand
was achieved.

4.3. Discussion of Results

(1) Simulation results for CAV autonomous cooperative lane change

Next, we conducted a comparative analysis of the control efficiency between the
cooperative lane-changing model and the traditional lane-changing model from two per-
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spectives: the success rate of lane changes and the impact of lane changes on vehicles
participating in cooperation. This analysis aimed to validate the efficiency of autonomous
cooperative lane-changing control in CAVs.

(a) Lane-change Success Rate

In Table 3, we have listed the simulation statistical results for the lane-changing success
rate under two categories of lane-changing models. Compared to traditional lane-changing
control, the success rate of lane changes increased from 79.97% to 88.22%, an increase of
8.25%. This indicates that cooperative collaboration among CAVs can effectively improve
the success rate of vehicle lane changes.

We further analyzed the relationship between the aforementioned three key param-
eters and the lane-changing success rate to clarify the impact of different factors on the
success rate of lane changes, as depicted in Figure 9.
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Table 3. Comparison of lane-change success rates for different lane-change models.

Lane-Change Model Number of Successful Lane Changes Lane-Change Success Rate

Traditional Lane-Change Model 475 79.97%
Cooperative Lane-Change Model 524 88.22%

As shown in Figure 9a, the lane-changing success rate for both control models shows
a gradual increasing trend with the rise in the driving times of vehicles in the target lane.
This is because, as the distance between adjacent vehicles in the target lane increases, the
vehicle attempting to change lanes has more maneuvering space, thereby increasing the
likelihood of a successful lane change.

In Figure 9b, the differences in the distance between the lane-changing vehicle and the
preceding vehicle in the target lane and the lane-changing success rate demonstrate a trend
that first increases and then decreases. The rationale is that when the distance difference is
small, the lane-changing vehicle is too close to the preceding vehicle in the target lane and is
unable to maintain a safe gap for lane changing. It is therefore necessary to reduce the speed
of the lane-changing vehicle to create a larger gap. Cooperative lane changing can adjust
the acceleration of the preceding vehicle in the target lane simultaneously, thus achieving a
higher success rate than traditional lane changing. When the distance difference is large,
the willingness of the following vehicle in the target lane to decelerate and cooperate is not
strong, and more lane-changing vehicles will opt for other gaps that appear later, leading
to lane-changing failure. With the cooperative lane-changing model, when there is a large
distance difference and the gap between the lane-changing vehicle and the preceding
vehicle in the target lane already satisfies the safety distance, like the traditional model,
it only needs to adjust the speed of the following vehicle in the target lane; hence, the
performance is generally consistent with traditional lane changing.

Figure 9c reflects the relationship between the speed difference between the lane-
changing vehicle and the preceding vehicle in the target lane and the lane-changing success
rate. When the speed difference is zero, due to the close proximity of the preceding
vehicle in the target lane, the lane-changing vehicle cannot create a lane-changing gap
by decelerating, resulting in a lower success rate. However, under any circumstance, the
success rate of cooperative lane-changing control is always higher than that of traditional
lane-changing control. This advantage is clearly due to the ability of the preceding vehicle
in the target lane to actively accelerate and provide a larger space for the lane-changing
vehicle under cooperative lane-changing control.

The analysis presented above indicates that the cooperative lane-changing control
model proposed in this paper can enhance the vehicle lane-changing success rate to a
certain extent.

(b) The impact on vehicles participating in cooperative lane changing

To facilitate a more vivid and detailed comparison of the performance of the two types
of lane-changing models, this research selected a specific scenario for comparative analysis.
The parameters for the chosen scenario are detailed in Table 4, and the simulation results
are illustrated in Figure 10.

Table 4. Values of specific scenario parameters.

Parameters Values

Headway between adjacent vehicles in the target lane 1.3
Initial distance difference between the changing vehicle
and the lead vehicle in the target lane 20%

Speed difference between the changing vehicle and the
vehicles in the target lane 1
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Figure 10 schematically illustrates the impact of lane-changing behavior on the follow-
ing vehicles in the target lane. Compared to traditional lane-changing control, cooperative
lane changing has a smaller impact on the following vehicle’s speed and allows it to return
to normal speed more quickly. Under traditional lane-changing control, the preceding
vehicle in the target lane is not affected by the lane-changing maneuver and continues to
travel at its original speed; however, during cooperative lane-changing control, the preced-
ing vehicle in the target lane may actively accelerate to coordinate with the lane-changing
vehicle, thus more quickly creating a safe gap for lane changing.

Therefore, compared to traditional lane-changing control, the time taken to change
lanes with cooperative lane-changing control is reduced from 45 s to 39 s. Additionally,
the duration of speed fluctuations caused by the lane change is also reduced from 17 s to
11 s. This demonstrates that the cooperative lane-changing control model can achieve more
efficient lane-changing operations under the same conditions.

(2) Simulation results for HDV mandatory cooperative lane change

To validate the effectiveness of the HDV mandatory cooperative lane-changing model,
we selected indicators such as average travel time, average speed, number of vehicles
passed, and number of lane changes for comparative analysis. The simulation results are
presented in Table 5 and show that compared to the traditional lane-changing model, the
mandatory cooperative lane-changing model has achieved improvements in all indicators
to a certain extent.

Table 5. Simulation results of forced cooperative lane change in the synchronized scenario.

Traffic Volume
(veh/h) Lane-Change Model Average Travel

Time (s)
Average Speed

(m/s)
Throughput

(veh)
Number of Lane

Changes

2500
Traditional lane-change model 32.93 30.37 2500 539

Forced cooperative
lane-change model 32.82 30.47 2500 634

3000
Traditional lane-change model 39.21 25.51 2954 1260

Forced cooperative
lane-change model 38.21 26.18 2992 1272

3500
Traditional lane-change model 44.11 22.68 2913 1257

Forced cooperative
lane-change model 39.55 25.3 3016 1270
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In the comparison of the number of vehicles passed, when the traffic demand is set
to 2500 veh/h, both lane-changing models facilitate the passage of exactly 2500 vehicles,
demonstrating that, at this juncture, DIC dedicated lane management strategies are capable
of satisfying road traffic demands. Nevertheless, as traffic demand escalates, for instance,
to 3000 veh/h, the number of vehicles processed by the traditional lane-changing model
is 2954, whereas the mandatory cooperative lane-change model sees an increment to
2992 vehicles, an augmentation of 38 vehicles, thereby more closely aligning with the
established road traffic demand. This improvement is credited to the cooperative nature of
the mandatory cooperative lane-change model, which diminishes the disruptive impact
of vehicle lane changes on the flow of traffic, consequently elevating the volume of traffic
flow. In a similar vein, in simulation scenarios with a traffic demand of 3500 veh/h, the
mandatory cooperative lane-change model also achieves an increase in the number of
vehicles passing through the road.

The results for the other three evaluation metrics are depicted in Figures 11–13:
As depicted in Figure 11, with an increase in traffic demand, the travel time required

by vehicles also rises. Under various traffic demand conditions, the mandatory cooperative
lane-change model consistently requires less travel time than the traditional lane-changing
model, with the improvement being more pronounced as the traffic demand increases.
Conversely, as traffic demand grows, the average speed of vehicles tends to decrease, as
shown in Figure 12. However, the speeds achieved by the mandatory cooperative lane-
change model are consistently higher than those of the traditional lane-changing model.
This occurs because the cooperative nature of the model allows vehicles to choose the
optimal speed-change strategy, thus avoiding speed losses.
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Figure 13 illustrates the variations in the number of vehicle lane changes. Under vari-
ous traffic demands, the mandatory lane-change cooperation model consistently enhances
the success rate of lane changes, allowing a greater number of HDVs to exit from the DIC
dedicated lanes. This improvement facilitates a superior driving environment for CAVs,
thereby achieving the effect of prioritized traffic flow.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates the issues of CAV autonomous cooperative lane change and
HDV mandatory cooperative lane change under a DIC dedicated lane strategy. Based on
the theory of safe distances and considering the influence of upstream and downstream
vehicles in the target lane, lane-changing decision-control models were constructed us-
ing multi-objective optimization, and multi-vehicle collaborative lane-changing methods
were designed. The efficiency of the models was validated through SUMO simulation
experiments, and the conclusions are as follows:

(1) In scenarios of CAV autonomous cooperative lane change, compared with tradi-
tional lane-changing models, the autonomous cooperative lane-change model exhibits
superior performance in enhancing the success rate of lane changes, reducing lane-
changing time, diminishing the impact on the speed of surrounding vehicles, and
more quickly restoring a stable driving state.

(2) In scenarios of HDV mandatory cooperative lane change, compared with traditional
lane-changing models, the mandatory cooperative lane-change model demonstrates
better control efficiency in reducing vehicle travel time, increasing vehicle speed,
increasing the number of vehicles passing through the road, and improving the
success rate of lane changes.

(3) The results from the study of CAV autonomous cooperative lane change and HDV
mandatory cooperative lane change suggest that under the management strategy of
DIC dedicated lanes, by facilitating multi-vehicle collaborative lane changes, the effi-
ciency of lane changing can be improved and the stop-and-go waves caused by lane
changing in traffic flow can be reduced. Providing dedicated lanes for CAVs can sig-
nificantly enhance road traffic efficiency while avoiding the waste of road resources.

Due to the constraints of the paper’s length, there are still some areas that this research
has not covered, such as lateral trajectory planning during vehicle lane changing, collabora-
tive merging control in the ramp merging area under the strategy of DIC dedicated lanes
on freeways, and vehicular communication issues. These will constitute the directions of
our future research.
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